Veraison
When Veraison starts, the vine starts to transport its energy stores from the roots into the
grapes. Now, mid July, the berries will have already slowly started to change colour. The berries
are still hard with little sugar and high in organic acids. Starting with the Veraison they had around
half of the final size but already now we see a significant growth while photosynthesis does
its job and sugars increase while acids fall. With this taking place, we are passing the end of a
cycle and the start of another. The berries began already the transition from their growing /
expansion into their ripening phase, meaning quality will now be now far more important for
the vines than quantity. Veraison is also called the tipping point in a grapevine’s annual
lifecycle. It’s when the vine alters it’s focus from energy creation to energy consumption where it
concentrates its energy into making sweet grapes.

While the change of color is obvious, birds may now tell us already from the distance what is
going on inside the berries. The progress of ripening is happening, when the fruit becomes
attractive to birds due to changes in aroma from acidic to sweet with fruitiness. I do not want to
go too deep into theoretical explanations, just that much, post veraison a process is initiated and
supported through increased photosynthesis which results in the accumulation of the sugar
content, while acids go down. The table above shows in a bit more detail what is going inside
this little factory, while the grape prepares itself for reaching the optimal levels of color, acid
and sugar.

During this time, the acid levels will begin to fall in the grapes and sugars continue to rise until
the grapes are perfectly in balance and ready to be harvested. Now that we are only weeks away
from the first harvest, the chemical progress inside the grapes will be measured frequently by
our winemaker Marta and her team, to define the ideal harvest time. It is highly important
to take samples from different areas of the vineyard and even at individual vines. Only doing
this will provide the right ripening status of the indivdual vineyards. Different angles of the
sunlight caused by a slighty different terroir or canopy management can significantly influence
the individual development of clusters or even the grapes within them. Having unripe grapes
within a cluster is what a winemaker tries to avoid whenever possible.
Now that we are only weeks before the first varieties reach their optimal ripening status, we have
already estimated the approximate quantities and harvest dates, and did also our our barrel and
vessel planning. Marta assumes that your Aragonez vineyard should be ready for harvesting
around August 16th. Green pruning, where we remove clusters to increase the quality of
the remaining grapes, would take place normally around mid July, however probably
not advisable this year because we estomate lower quantities. We will keep you updated.

We have taken a selection of photos during this period, so you can witness these
stages taking place in your vineyard, see below.
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